RoHS Compliance Declaration

Dear Valued Morton Machine Works Customer,

Morton Machine Works is dedicated to serving its customers by providing high quality tooling components that meet environmental regulations including those from the EU Directive 2002/95/EC and subsequent amendments.

*Restricted Substances: Cadmium, Mercury, Hexavalent Chromium, Lead*

Morton Machine Works does manufacture some products from a grade of low carbon steel (C12L14) that contains small amounts of lead. These Morton products are in compliance with the RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU using *exemption 6a* that allows for small amounts of lead that helps in machinability. *(Lead as an alloying element in steel containing up to 0.35 % lead by weight).*

Environmental regulations change constantly. We will try our best to keep you updated on the latest changes that affect our products. If you have specific questions regarding any product manufactured by Morton Machine Works please contact one of our customer service representatives.

We thank you for your continued support,

David Boyer
dboyer@mortonmachine.com
Morton Machine Works
125 Gearhart Street
Millersburg, PA  17061
800-441-2751
717-692-2120  Fax